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Goal

Being able to detect (most of) malicious 
activities without having to read logs

Logs are boring, reading them takes a lot of 
time

Graphic visualisation is more effective, fast 
and fun

Being able to detect some other activities 
(tor, worms, slow scan, tunnel ...) by scripts



Netflow/IPFIX/sFlow

NetFlow
At first a Cisco technology on routers

IPFIX
IETF standard (RFC5101, RFC5102)
IPFIX = NetFlow v10

sFlow
Very similar to NetFlow (softwares who 

collect/analyse are the same)
Mostly implemented on switches



A flow is a set of packets with common 
characteristics within a given time frame and 
a given direction:

Ingress interface, L3 information (src/dst 
IP), L4 information (tcp/udp w src/dst ports, 
icmp, esp, ...)

Start time, duration, number of packets and 
bytes

A session (for example a HTTP file download) 
will produce two flows (inbound + outbound)

How it works



How it works

The cache contains 64k entries (default)
A flow expires:

After 15 seconds of inactivity (default)
After 30 minutes of activity (default)
When the RST or FIN flag is set
If the cache is full



How it works

Routers/Switches send flows to collector 
(2055/udp)

Work with most of router/switch vendors 
(NetFlow or sFlow), even with OpenvSwitch or 
VMware vSphere

On Linux routers there is an iptables 
module ipt-netflow (I haven't tested it).

Many open source collectors are available
We'll focus on nfdump/nfsen 



Nfdump/Nfsen

Nfdump
Set of command line tools to collect 

(nfcapd), to search into flow (nfdump), and 
few other tools (replay flows for example)
Nfsen

Web based graphic representation of flows
Graphs are made using filters (something 

like pcap ones)
Graph activities by port, host, 

networks,... 



Nfdump/Nfsen

The following examples are based on my 
university network (Lille)

On the Wan Router
10 GB of flow data saved each month



Some examples



NFSen

Eduroam wireless users (students, staff, guests)



Few servers



Graph by ports



Bytes



Packets



Flows



TCP Flows



Analysis



hping?



Misconfiguration
Open recursive DNS



nmap /24



nmap /24



email account used to send spam



email account used to send spam



Bittorents (uTB)



Most scanned ports



Horizontal scan



Malicious activities 
detection by command 
line



Tunnels
Very long flows with few traffic -> 

HTTP/HTTPS Tunnel
Big amount on data on UDP/53 -> DNS 

Tunnel
SSH Tunnel is harder to detect...

Malware or Tor traffic
Use public list of IP addresses of CC / Tor 

Node

Command line search



Detecting Tor use

http://rules.emergingthreats.net/blockrules/emerging-tor-BLOCK.rules
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